
Episode 03: Romans 12:2

Butterfly Cookies
Butterflies are great transformers, so celebrate them with these tasty treats!

Ingredients:

4 ounces cream cheese

1 (17-ounce) bag sugar cookie mix

¼ cup plus 1 tablespoon all-purpose flour, divided

1 egg

1 teaspoon strawberry extract

1 (12-ounce) bag mini candy-covered chocolates

Directions:

1. Heat oven to 350 degrees F.

2. In a large microwave-safe bowl, heat cream cheese in microwave for 1 minute on 80 percent power 
to soften. Add sugar cookie mix, ¼ cup flour, egg and extract. Stir with wooden spoon until dough is 
well combined and forms a ball.

3. Sprinkle a flat rolling surface with 1 tablespoon flour. Divide dough in half and roll out onto lightly 
floured surface using a rolling pin. Roll the pin back and forth, turning the dough as needed so it does 
not stick. Roll dough to ¼-inch thickness.

4. Take a cookie cutter (if you don’t have a cookie cutter, use a table knife to cut shapes) and dip the 
cutting edge into a shallow bowl of flour. Then press the cookie cutter into the rolled-out dough. Begin 
cutting out shapes at the center of the dough and work toward the edge, cutting shapes as close to-
gether as possible. Want to make butterfly-shaped cookies? Using a heart-shaped cookie cutter, press 
two hearts into the dough with the pointed ends slightly overlapped. Press a small piece of dough onto 
the overlapped points to make the butterfly’s body.



5. Once the entire slab of dough is cut, use a small spatula to remove the dough shapes from the rolling 
surface and place them onto an ungreased cookie sheet. Repeat with remaining half of dough.

6. Add butterfly colors to each cookie by pressing mini candies into the dough. Refrigerate cookies for 
15 minutes to prevent shapes from spreading while baking.

7. Using oven mitts, place cookies on top rack of oven. Bake for 10 to 12 minutes. Remove from oven 
using mitts and let cool on cookie sheet for 1 minute before moving them to a cooling rack.

While your family works together to make, bake, and eat these cookies, talk about what you learned this week 
from Romans 12:2. Also share how everyone put the verse into action during the week.

And save us a cookie. They’re yummy!
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Red Carpet Recycled Fashion Show
Before your family time, gather and create a pile of random household items. The items could include pots and 
pans, cooking utensils, laundry baskets, pillows, empty tissue boxes, clothes hangers—anything that doesn’t 
resemble clothing.

When you’re together as a family, tell everyone that they’ll be putting on a special fashion show. Everyone will 
have 60 seconds to go through the pile to pick items they can use to accessorize the outfit they’re currently 
wearing. For example, a tissue box makes a lovely hat!

After family members accessorize, play music as you all take turns walking up and down an imaginary runway. 
Applaud one another wildly. Shouts of “Mahvelous, Dahling!” would not be out of place.

Consider filming this event for later family viewing.

After the show, talk about how everyone had to THINK of items differently and figure out new uses for familiar 
objects. Discuss how it felt to TRANSFORM an item and what you all learned from Romans 12:2 about how 
God wants to TRANSFORM you!


